• PWT-HOLA w/ SMA
• ~ 74 Lots
• Performance Testing for informational purposes
  – Binder Course
  – Wearing Course
• Performance Verification Sampling
  – 2 additional cores per subplot of initial lot, and 1 additional lot selected at random
• Planned Usage
  – SR 376-B09 – Currently advertised
  – SR 28-A55 – Planned Let: 11/2/17
WMA Usage

- Goal: 100% WMA designs only
- Hurdles:
  - Maintenance DGS procurement codes
  - Educating municipalities/commercial industry
  - Publication 408 Section 409
e-Ticketing

• Piloting GPS Management System
  – Monitor, track, report bituminous truck loads/millings
  – Installed on all dump trucks and paving equipment
  – Real-time monitoring through the use of a mobile device
  – Will be fully integrated with the contractor’s load read-out scale system

• Benefits
  – Accurate quantities of both asphalt and millings to the nearest 0.01 ton
  – Real-time location and data
  – Daily summary reports